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We have investigated the adsorption of dodecanethiol on zinc- and oxygen-terminated ZnO surfaces.
Strong enthalpic adsorption is demonstrated by the stability of sulfur on both ZnO surfaces for
temperatures up to 400 °C. The minimal presence of the S 2p3/2 170 eV peak suggests absorption
of the sulfur as an unoxidized thiol. The results indicate a higher surface coverage of the thiol on the
zinc-terminated surface. Evidence from reflection high energy electron diffraction measurements for
the surface ordering after thiol treatment of the oxygen-terminated ZnO surface suggests that the
dodecanethiol molecules can adsorb in a highly ordered manner. These results further open the
possibility for biofunctionalization of ZnO for biosensing applications. © 2007 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2736893�

INTRODUCTION

ZnO is a II-VI compound semiconductor that has been
extensively investigated for chemical sensor applications.1–3

In recent years, research activities in chemical sensors have
increasingly considered the detection of specific biomol-
ecules for biological and/or medical applications. Also, toxi-
cology studies indicate that ZnO presents minimal health
hazard to humans, thus opening the possibility of in vivo
biomedical device applications.4 In aqueous environments,
ZnO-based devices have already been shown to be effective
as pH sensors with high sensitivity and resolution.5 Similar
opportunities might be anticipated for using ZnO and related
alloys as a sensor for biomolecules.

For ZnO-based biosensor applications, a key aspect is
the functionalization of the ZnO surface with selected mo-
lecular species. Biomolecular immobilization on the ZnO
film surface has been reported for a few systems.6 In one
example, a two-step functionalization that included binding
of menthyl hexyl phosphonate through an amide bond for-
mation, between an amine group and the carboxylic group in
menthyl hexyl phosphonate on ZnO epilayers was used. Sur-
face functionalization was monitored by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy �XPS�. In some cases, the ZnO-molecule inter-
actions appear dependent on the specific crystalline surfaces.

In this paper, we report on the interaction of thiols with
Zn- and O-terminated ZnO surfaces. The use of normal thiols
to functionalize surfaces has been employed for noble met-
als, most notably gold.7,8 Because of gold’s otherwise chemi-
cal inertness, the atomic gold-sulfur attraction has been ex-
ploited as a common template for studying surface
chemistry. By using long, straight chain �C�11� thiols, an
ordered self-assembled monolayer �SAM� can form. Further
changing the terminal methyl groups on the n-alkanethiols to

another �-functional group, the surface properties of the
SAM may be altered. Commonly, amine groups, carboxylic
acid groups, and hydroxyl groups have all been used to re-
place the methyl groups from the n-alkanethiol. Other func-
tionalities could be applied. Thus, these �-functionalized thi-
ols can provide a worthwhile pathway for the development
of low-temperature surface coatings, biomolecule manipula-
tors, and selective chemical sensors. Multiple strategies have
been previously explored to functionalize the ZnO surface.
However, two problems commonly arise: the short chains
have a little ability to form any alkyl chain surface ordering
�limiting their enthalpic drive toward monolayer formation�
and the functional head groups may self-polymerize through
an SN

2 substitution. The first problem leads to low surface
density and thus a lower sensitivity. The second problem
creates multiple chemical layers, thereby decreasing the pos-
sibility of a charge transfer event being realized directly into
ZnO where it may be a “recorded” event useful in surface
sensing. Our efforts have, therefore, focused upon using long
chain thiol chemistry to functionalize ZnO, aimed at forming
structures analogous to those seen with thiol addition to gold.
We have examined the absorption of dodecanethiol on both
oxygen- and zinc-terminated ZnO surfaces.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Both zinc- and oxygen-terminated ZnO substrates were
purchased from Cermet, Inc. Dodecanethiol �98%� and iso-
propanol �electronic grade� were purchased from Sigma Al-
drich and used without further processing. One pair of sub-
strates was examined with XPS both as received, after argon
sputtering, and then after exposure to a 10 mM
dodecanethiol/isoproponal solution. Both the zinc- and
oxygen-terminated ZnO substrates were suspended in the so-
lution for 1 week. Afterwards, they were rinsed with isopro-
panol and blown dry with high-purity nitrogen. The treated
substrates were examined with XPS, then subjected to vari-a�Electronic mail: dnort@mse.ufl.edu
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ous thermal cycles to determine the stability of the function-
alized surface. For each thermal cycle, the samples were
heated to the desired temperature in a tube furnace under a
high-purity argon ambient for 1 h, then slowly cooled. They
were then examined using XPS, removed from the XPS sys-
tem, and heated to the next temperature. Temperatures used
progressed in 50 °C increments from 50 to 500 °C.

RESULTS

Our analysis focused on the intensity and position of the
XPS binding energy peaks for Zn 2p3/2, O 1s, C 1s, and S
2p3/2 for both zinc- and oxygen-terminated substrates at each
temperature. The C 1s peaks were used to calibrate the other
binding energy positions. Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show peak
intensities for a pair of as-received substrates and substrates
after Ar sputtering; Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� show treated sub-
strates after a 50 °C heat treatment and those same substrates
after their final 500 °C heat treatment.

Both zinc- and oxygen-terminated substrates showed an
order of magnitude Zn 2p3/2 and large O 1s �b� peak intensity
differences between their virgin and sputtered states �Figs.
1�a� and 1�b��. By sputtering the virgin surface, the 531 eV
binding energy peak �O 1s peak ���� is revealed to represent
the bulk substrate oxygen while the higher energy O 1s ���,
binding energy �533 eV, represents adsorbed species,
namely, –O–H. This binding energy difference is due to the
higher binding energy arising from the higher ionization of
the adsorbed oxygen species.

For both the Zn-terminated and O-terminated surfaces,
the O 1s peak shifted to higher energy when the thiol treated
samples were heated to 500 °C, as seen in Figs. 2�a� and
2�b�. This is constituted with desorption of a surface oxygen
species. Note that the S 2p3/2 peak is reduced in intensity but
does not completely disappear upon annealing, indicating a
high degree of thermal stability for sulfur-substrate bonding.

Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show the plots of the adsorbed and
bulk oxide peaks over the temperature range from
50 to 500 °C. The gradual decrease of the adsorbed oxygen
species and the growth of the bulk oxygen peak clearly show
the degradation of the surface species with increasing tem-
perature. Figure 4 shows how Gaussian fits were assembled
to match the raw data. The integrated area was used to as-
semble Fig. 5�a� to compare relative amounts of adsorbed O

FIG. 1. XPS plots of the Zn 2p3/2 peak at 1023 eV and the O 1s peak�s� at
534 and 531.5 eV for both �a� O-terminated and �b� Zn-terminated sub-
strates as received and after argon sputtering.

FIG. 2. XPS plots of the Zn 2p3/2 peak at 1023 eV, the O 1s peak�s� at 534
and 531.5 eV, and the S 2p3/2 peak for both �a� O-terminated and �b� Zn-
terminated substrates as received and after argon sputtering.
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species against the bulk intensities. More specifically, both
substrates show a strong increase in bulk oxygen peak inten-
sity from 350 to 400 °C. This is also mirrored in the plot of
O 1s peak ratios seen in the bottom of Fig. 5�b�. Both the
oxygen and zinc surfaces show a marked increase in the ratio
of bulk to adsorbed O 1s peaks between 350 and 400 °C.

The XPS spectra of the S 2p3/2 peak taken after sequen-
tial anneals are shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�. Sulfur adsorp-
tion is remarkably stable with thermal treatment. The Zn-
terminated substrate shows a significant decrease in S 2p3/2

peak intensity between 400 and 450 °C while the
O-terminated substrate shows a strong downturn in S 2p3/2

peak intensity between 350 and 400 °C, as seen in Fig. 7.
Also, Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� indicate that both substrates show
some sulfur remaining on the surface at 500 °C. It should
also be noted that the S 2p3/2 peak position at �164–163 eV
represents the more reduced form of sulfur as the thiol moi-
ety while the higher energy 170 eV peak represents an oxi-
dized sulfur moiety. In our experiments we find a minimal
amount of sulfur oxidation with an extremely small peak,
seen in Fig. 6�b� for the oxygen surface, which is almost
completely undetectable upon heating to 400 °C. This im-
plies a good resistance to oxygen degradation contrary to
similar thiol-gold systems.9

Two conclusions can also be drawn from an analysis of
Fig. 7. First, the thiol surface coverage is higher on the Zn-
terminated surface. Typical intensities of the S 2p3/2 peaks on
the Zn-terminated surface before their decline after 400 °C
are higher than peak intensities on the O-terminated surface
before its more gradual decline after 350 °C. This difference
corresponds to a higher surface coverage for the thiol on the
zinc surface. Secondly, the thiol binds more strongly to the
zinc surface. The higher temperature of thiol degradation
from the zinc surface shows a stronger enthalpic bond with
the zinc-terminated surface. The relative absence of the S
2p3/2 peak at 170 eV shows that the Zn–S is the dominant
bond in this absorption event. It is unclear how the thiol
absorbs onto the oxygen-terminated surface but it also ap-
pears to be dominated by the lower binding energy sulfur
moiety at 164 eV. A recent fluorescence study indicated the
adsorption of an amine on the Zn-terminated ZnO surface
with a subsequent reaction of polydiacetylene �PDA� on the
amine.3 Previous x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies
for octanethiol absorption on ZnO show a weak absorption
of sulfonate and thiolate groups that is dependent on crystal
orientation.10 The interaction of pyridine �C5H5N� with O-
and Zn-terminated ZnO surfaces has been investigated using
XPS, thermal desorption spectroscopy, and x-ray absorption
spectroscopy. The binding energy of pyridine was twice as
high on the Zn-terminated ZnO�0001� surface as compared
to the O-terminated ZnO�000-1�.11 The attachment of
1-propanethiol �CH3CH2CH2SH� was examined for the
O-terminated ZnO �000-1� surface. The formation of S–O

FIG. 3. XPS plots of O 1s peak�s� for �a� O-terminated and �b� Zn-
terminated substrates.

FIG. 4. Gaussian fit of XPS O 1s peak�s� for peak separation of
O-terminated substrate at 350 °C. The � peak represents adsorbed O species
�integrated area is 5356� and the � peak represents the bulk O �integrated
area is 10 766�.
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bonds between the 1-propanethiol and ZnO was seen in XPS
measurements. The propanethiol/ZnO structures were stable
at temperature as high as 400 °C, although surface coverage
was only a few percent.12

To further characterize the thiol absorption we per-
formed reflection high energy electron diffraction �RHEED�
measurements on both treated substrates. The Zn-terminated
and O-terminated substrates show an equivalent surface or-
dering in their untreated state, as seen in Fig. 8. After thiol
exposure and thermal treatment of the substrates to 250 °C,
the zinc-terminated substrate revealed an amorphous pattern.
However, the thiol functionalized oxygen-terminated sub-
strate showed some degree of surface order even after thiol
treatment. This suggests that, though the surface coverage is
lower, the oxygen surface absorbs the thiol in a more ordered
fashion with the zinc surface being less ordered.

FIG. 5. O 1s integrated peak areas for adsorbed and bulk oxygen species for both O-terminated and Zn-terminated substrates.

FIG. 6. XPS plots of S 2p3/2 peak�s� for �a� O-terminated and �b� Zn-
terminated substrates.

FIG. 7. Comparison of S 2p3/2 peak maximum intensities for O-terminated
and Zn-terminated surfaces.
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SUMMARY

We investigated the adsorption of dodecanethiol on the
surface of both zinc- and oxygen-terminated ZnO. A strong
enthalpic adsorption is demonstrated by the stability of sulfur
on both ZnO surfaces up to 350 and 400 °C for oxygen-
terminated and zinc-terminated substrates, respectively. The
minimal presence of the S 2p3/2 170 eV peak indicates ab-
sorption of the sulfur as an unoxidized thiol. The results also
show the higher surface coverage of the thiol on the zinc-
terminated surface. Evidence for surface ordering after thiol

treatment of the oxygen-terminated substrate suggests that
dodecanethiol can adsorb in a highly ordered manner.
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